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ABSTRACT. This study uses ISSR molecular markers to characterize 
the demographic pattern, and spatial genetic structure (SGS) at 
different life stages of development (cohorts) in a natural population 
of Copernicia prunifera in the Rio Grande do Norte State, Brazil. All 
individuals were sampled and georeferenced in a 0.55-ha plot. The 
demographic analyses showed a clustered pattern in the first-distance 
classes and a random or segregated pattern at higher distance classes 
for all cohorts. Among the three studied life stages, juveniles showed 
the greatest value for Nei’s genetic diversity index (HE = 0.369), while 
the lowest was found among reproductive adults (HE = 0.341). Greater 
genetic differentiation was found within life stages (98.61%) than 
among stages (1.39%). The total population (N = 161) showed positive 
and significant kinship in the first-distance class (12.3 m). The juveniles 
showed significant kinship up to 10.5 m. Non-reproductive adults had 
a positive kinship in the first-distance class (11.0 m) and a random 
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distribution of genotypes in the remaining classes, while reproductive 
adults showed a random spatial distribution of genotypes. Tests for 
genetic bottleneck showed that the number of loci with excess observed 
heterozygosity was greater than expected. The SGS results reflected 
the restricted seed dispersion of the species, and the genetic bottleneck 
reflected the reduction of genotypes as a result of the anthropization of 
C. prunifera natural environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The spatial distribution of plant species is related to reproduction strategies, interactions 
between community members, and environmental factors (Borcard et al., 1992). However, in 
many cases there is a decreased density of individuals with increasing age due to the removal of 
individuals as a result of competition (Vieira et al., 2012), and can be the result of the interaction 
between biotic and abiotic factors that drive ecological processes (Condit et al., 2000). Spatial 
genetic structure (SGS) analysis enables a better understanding of genetic and ecological 
processes when working in forest populations (Vieira et al., 2010). SGS in natural populations 
is usually the result of a variety of factors, including limited dispersal of seeds and pollen, intra- 
and interspecific competition, genetic drift, selection, and inbreeding (Hardy et al., 2006).

Through molecular techniques, inter- and intrapopulation genetic structure can be 
distinguished, allowing us to identify patterns of gene flow and dispersal (Cavers et al., 2005). 
As such, molecular markers are fundamental in analyzing patterns of SGS, characterizing 
natural plant populations, and estimating gene diversity, inbreeding, gene flow, and degree 
of kinship (Vieira and Carvalho, 2008; Gonçalves et al., 2010). Of the molecular markers 
available, ISSR (inter-simple sequence repeat) markers are commonly used in population 
genetic studies due to their ease of handling, the production of significant polymorphism, 
short turnaround time for results, and lower cost when compared to other markers (Brandão 
et al., 2015; Chagas et al., 2015). As such, several studies have used ISSR markers to evaluate 
the SGS of plant populations (Melo Júnior et al., 2015).

Despite there being few studies about seed and pollen dispersion of Copernicia 
prunifera, its main pollinators have been identified as the “marimbondo caboclo” wasp (Polistes 
canadensis Linnaeus) and the “irapuá” bee (Trigona spinipes Fabricius), while bats and the palm 
tanager “sanhaçu-do-coqueiro” (Tangara palmarum) are the main seed dispersers (Silva RAR, 
Fajardo CG, and Vieira FA, unpublished data; Vieira et al., 2015). However, the efficiency of 
these dispersal vectors for C. prunifera is not yet well established, and natural populations of 
the species continue to be subjected to extensive anthropogenic pressures. Since large quantities 
of fruit are dispersed near to parent trees, as is generally the case in tropical species (Condit et 
al., 2000; Defavari et al., 2009), a more significant SGS is expected in earlier developmental 
stages than among adults, and previous research has shown differences in the magnitude of 
SGS between different life stages (Ng et al., 2004; Vieira et al., 2012). Furthermore, processes 
of anthropization, while contributing directly to population reduction, can also affect dispersers 
and pollinators, which may influence the diversity and genetic structure of the population. In 
this context, the present study aimed to assess the distribution pattern and SGS in a natural 
population of C. prunifera individuals at different developmental stages.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study species

C. prunifera (Arecaceae), commonly known as “carnaúba”, is native to northeastern 
Brazil and can be found in flood plains of lowland river valleys across the States of Piauí, 
Ceará, Rio Grande do Norte, Maranhão, Bahia, Alagoas, and Sergipe (Leitman et al., 2015). 
Besides their potential in urban landscaping (i.e., urban forestry, flower beds, and squares), 
the species is a source of raw material for various industries. While its leaves are used as 
animal feed and as raw material for artisanal products, the most important resources are waxes 
extracted from the leaves that are used for a variety of purposes, such as the production of drug 
capsules, food products, floor polishing waxes, and electronic components.

Study site and sampling

The study was carried out in the municipality of São Miguel do Gostoso, Rio Grande 
do Norte State, approximately 102 km from the state capital. It has a tropical climate with 
a dry season (As), according to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification, and soils in the 
region are Dystrophic Quartz Sands (IDEMA, 2010). All C. prunifera individuals across 
three developmental stages (juvenile, non-reproductive adults, and reproductive adults) were 
sampled in a defined plot measuring 50 m (East-West) x 110 m (North-South) at 5°07'20''S 
and 35°41'04''W. We recorded the geographical positions (x and y) of all individuals with the 
aid of a measuring tape (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of Copernicia prunifera individuals in a natural population in the municipality of São 
Miguel do Gostoso, RN, Brazil.

The developmental stages of C. prunifera individuals were determined based on 
height and reproductive status. Individuals up to 1.70 m in height were considered juveniles, 
while the other two classes were determined based on the incidence of reproductive events 
(flowering and fruiting) at the time of analysis. The average height of non-reproductive adults 
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was 3.60 and 5.85 m for reproductive adults (Table 1). Leaf samples were collected from 
all individuals, placed in labeled microtubes containing 1 mL 2X CTAB extraction buffer 
(cationic hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide), and stored in a freezer at -20°C.

DNA isolation, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and electrophoresis

DNA extraction was conducted based on the CTAB method described by Doyle and 
Doyle (1987). The amplification of DNA fragments was performed by PCR using a Veriti 96-
well thermal cycler. The PCR solution consisted of an IC PHTTM pre-mix at a concentration 
of 1X containing IC buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4, 0.1 TritonX-100, 2.0 
mM MgCl2), nucleotides (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP), and thermostable enzyme Taq DNA 
Polymerase (recombinant), primer, DNA, and ultrapure water. The PCR cycle consisted of 
denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 37 cycles at 94°C for 15 s, 47°C for 30 s, and 72°C 
for 1 min. The process was finalized at 72°C for 7 min and cooled to 4°C.

PCR products were stained with GelRedTM and subjected to electrophoresis on 1.5% 
agarose gel (v/v) in 1.0X TAE buffer (EDTA Tris-acetate). The total electrophoresis reaction time 
was 2.5 h at 100 V. We used a molecular weight marker (ladder) of 10,000 bp. After electrophoresis, 
gels were photographed with E-Box VX2 equipment in ultraviolet light. Gels were analyzed for 
presence (1) and absence (0) of fragments, with each amplified fragment considered a locus. Based 
on these results, a binary matrix was constructed to carry out the statistical analyses.

Data analysis

Spatial pattern

To determine the spatial distribution pattern of the species, we used the SpPack 1.38 
program, with the second-order univariate function of neighbor density or NDF (neighborhood 
density function) (Condit et al., 2000). We assessed the entire population together and separately 
for each stage of development. Simulations were performed using distance classes (t) between 
1 and 110 m, with intervals of 10 m for the total population and reproductive adults, and 5 m 
for juveniles and non-reproductive adults to avoid the occurrence of jagged plots (Wiegand 
and Moloney, 2004). We also corrected for edge effect based on Goreaud and Pélissier (1999). 
Using the values obtained in the NDF statistic (t), correlograms were constructed as a function 
of the distance t and compared to confidence intervals (upper and lower) obtained from 499 
Monte Carlo random simulations (alpha = 0.01).

Three statistical hypotheses were tested: 1) Complete random spatial distribution 
(null hypothesis): NDF values within the range of confidence intervals; 2) Aggregate pattern 
(alternate hypothesis 1): NDF values above the upper confidence interval; and 3) Segregated 
pattern (alternate hypothesis 2): NDF values below the lower confidence interval.

Genetic diversity and polymorphic information content (PIC) value

The genetic variation for each developmental stage within the population was 
assessed using the POPGENE program version 1.3 (Yeh et al., 1997), based on the following 
parameters: number of observed alleles (NA), number of effective alleles (NE), Nei’s genetic 
diversity (HE), and Shannon index (I).
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The PIC was calculated to test the effectiveness of the markers to detect polymorphism 
between individuals, with the presence or absence of loci used as indicators. We used the 
formula proposed by Anderson et al. (1993):

2

1
   1 - n

ijj
PiPIC

=
= Σ

where Pij is the frequency of allele j in marker i. According to Botstein et al. (1980), markers 
are classified as satisfactory in informative content when the PIC value is above 0.5; moderately 
informative when the value varies between 0.25 and 0.5; and with limited information value 
when below 0.25.

Population genetic structure

Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was used to determine the genetic structure 
between the different developmental stages, with the ARLEQUIN 3.1 program. The significance 
level was obtained by the permutation test (N = 10,000) (Excoffier et al., 1992). Using this 
analysis, we estimated population differentiation from molecular data and hypothesis tests.

Spatial genetic structure

For the analysis of SGS, we estimated the coancestry value between pairs of individuals 
at different distance classes for each development stage and the entire population (Hardy, 
2003), using the SPAGeDi 1.2 program (Hardy and Vekemans, 2002). The intensity of SGS 
at different development stages was calculated using the Sp statistic, based on the formula:

( )( )1/  1 log ijSp b F= − −

where -blog is the slope of the regression curve of the coancestry coefficient, and Fij(1) is the 
measure of the coancestry coefficient of the first-distance class (Fij).

Detection of genetic bottlenecks

To identify a reduction in effective population size, we used the Bottleneck program 
version 1.2 (Cornuet and Luikart, 1996) and the infinite allele model (IAM) and the stepwise 
mutation model (SMM). These models were used to calculate the expected heterozygosity of 
the population at mutation-drift equilibrium and compare it with actual heterozygosity. For 
ISSR loci, the mutation model is intermediate between IAM and SMM, so both models were 
used. To identify significant genetic bottlenecks, the sign test was used (α = 0.05) based on 
allele frequencies (Cornuet and Luikart, 1996).

RESULTS

Demographic structure

Of the 161 individuals sampled, 88 were classified as juveniles (height between 0.10 
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and 1.70 m), 42 as non-reproductive adults (height greater than 1.70 m and no reproductive 
events), and 31 as reproductive adults (Table 1).

Table 1. Ontogenetic characterization based on height and incidence of reproductive events for Copernicia 
prunifera.

SD = standard deviation.

Classes Number of individuals Mean height (m) ± SD 
Juveniles 88 1.14 ± 0.41 
Non-reproductive adults 42 3.60 ± 2.09 
Reproductive adults 31 5.85 ± 0.95 
Total 161 2.69 ± 2.21 

 

Considering the entire population, the spatial pattern of C. prunifera showed 
aggregation at distance classes less than 40 m, indicating acceptance of the alternative 
hypothesis of aggregation. At distances between 40 and 50 m, the spatial pattern was random, 
accepting the null hypothesis, and at distances greater than 50 m, we observed a segregated 
pattern, indicating the acceptance of the alternative hypothesis of segregation (Figure 2a).

Considering only juvenile individuals, the spatial pattern showed aggregation in a 
radius of up to 5 m, mainly within the first 2 m, therefore, accepting the alternative hypothesis 
of aggregation. At distances greater than 5 m, the pattern varied between random, aggregate 
and segregated, but with lower density (Figure 2b).

For non-reproductive adults, we found that up to 4 m the density of neighbors was greater 
than expected; thus, the aggregation hypothesis was accepted. At distances greater than 5 m, the 
pattern was random, thus accepting the null hypothesis of a random distribution (Figure 2c).

For reproductive adults, at a distance of up to 5 m, the spatial pattern was aggregate, 
and after this distance, it became random, thus accepting the hypothesis of aggregation and 
random distribution, respectively (Figure 2d).

Figure 2. Spatial distribution pattern obtained through univariate analysis of the neighborhood density (NDF) of 
Copernicia prunifera individuals: all developmental stages (a); juveniles (b); non-reproductive adults (c); and 
reproductive adults (d). Dotted lines correspond to the upper and lower confidence intervals.
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Genetic diversity and PIC value

The eight primers used generated a total of 102 loci, of which 100 were polymorphic 
(98.04%). The number of bands ranged from 10 to 17, with a mean of 12.75 loci per primer. 
The primers UBC 825, UBC 840, and UBC 873 produced the greatest number of loci. The PIC 
values for each primer varied between 0.455 and 0.500 (Table 2).

Table 2. Nucleotide sequence of the ISSR primers, average number of loci, and PIC value of each primer.

R = purine (A or G) and Y = pyrimidine (C or T).

Primer ISSR Sequence (5'-3') Loci number PIC 
UBC 825 (AC)8-T ACA CAC ACA CAC ACA CT 17 0.477 
UBC 827 (AC)8-G ACA CAC ACA CAC ACA CG 10 0.455 
UBC 840 (GA)8-YT GAG AGA GAG AGA GAG AYT 14 0.499 
UBC 851 (GT)8-YG GTG TGT GTG TGT GTG TYG 12 0.469 
UBC 857 (AC)8-YG ACA CAC ACA CAC ACA CYG 12 0.500 
UBC 859 (TG)8-RC TGT GTG TGT GTG TGT GRC 13 0.497 
UBC 860 (TG)8-RA TGT GTG TGT GTG TGT GRA 10 0.489 
UBC 873 (GACA)4 GAC AGA CAG ACA GAC A 14 0.485 
Mean  12.75 0.484 

 

For the total population, the NA was 1.980, and NE was 1.654. The HE was 0.370, and 
I was 0.543 (Table 3).

Table 3. Measures of genetic diversity for different developmental stages of Copernicia prunifera.

Classes N Polymorphic loci (%) NA NE HE I 
Juveniles 88 99/97.06 1.971 ± 0.018 1.657 ± 0.033 0.369 ± 0.015 0.541 ± 0.019 
Non-reproductive adults 42 93/91.18 1.912 ± 0.043 1.626 ± 0.051 0.353 ± 0.024 0.517 ± 0.032 
Reproductive adults 31 96/94.12 1.941 ± 0.042 1.591 ± 0.058 0.341 ± 0.027 0.505 ± 0.036 
Total 161 100/98.04 1.980 ± 0.0109 1.654 ± 0.0244 0.370 ± 0.0110 0.543 ± 0.0139 

 NA = observed number of alleles; NE = effective number of alleles; HE = Nei’s genetic diversity index; I = Shannon 
index. Values are reported as means ± standard error.

Among the three developmental stages, the greatest percentage of polymorphic loci 
was found in juveniles (97.06%). The lowest percentage of polymorphic loci was observed 
in non-reproductive adults (91.18%). The NA and the NE were also higher for juveniles, with 
values of 1.971 and 1.657, respectively, and juveniles also presented the highest HE (0.369) 
(Table 3). The lowest HE was found among reproductive adults, at 0.341. Juveniles showed 
the greatest genetic variability, with a value of 0.541 (I), and reproductive adults showed the 
lowest genetic variability, with 0.505 (I) (Table 3).

Genetic structure

The results of AMOVA showed greater genetic diversity within development stages 
(98.61%) than among stages (1.39%) (Table 4).
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Spatial genetic structure

The total population (N = 161) presented a positive and significant kinship in the 
first-distance class (12.3 m) (Figure 3a). Juveniles presented a significant kinship up to 10.5 
m and a negative kinship in the fifth distance class (37.6 m) (Figure 3b). Non-reproductive 
adults showed a positive kinship in the first-distance class (11.0 m) and a random distribution 
of genotypes in the other classes (Figure 3c). Reproductive adults presented a random spatial 
distribution of genotypes (Figure 3d).

Table 4. Analysis of molecular variance for the total population and between developmental stages for 
Copernicia prunifera.

Source of variation d.f. SQ Variance components Variation percentage P 
Among developmental stages 2 12.852 0.05404 1.39 0.071 
Within developmental stages 158 605.570 3.83272 98.61  
Total 160 618.422 3.88677   
Fixation index Fst: 0.01390     

 d.f. = degrees of freedom; SQ = sum of squares of deviations.

Figure 3. Correlograms of coancestry coefficients for the total population (a), juveniles (b), non-reproductive 
adults (c), and reproductive adults (d) of Copernicia prunifera.

The Sp statistic showed the occurrence of genetic structuring for the total population, 
juveniles, and the adult reproductive stages (P < 0.05), whereas among non-reproductive 
adults, no structuring was observed (P > 0.05) (Table 5).
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Genetic bottlenecks

In both the IAM and SMM models, the number of loci with observed excess 
heterozygosity was greater than expected and significantly based on the sign test (P < 0.0001) 
(Table 6).

Table 5. Spatial genetic structure of Copernicia prunifera for the total population and each developmental stage.

Classes N Fij Blog Sp SE P 
Juveniles 88 0.064 -0.046 0.046 0.005 0.000 
Non-reproductive adults 42 0.034 -0.016 0.016 0.007 0.143 
Reproductive adults 31 0.043 -0.039 0.039 0.006 0.017 
Total 161 0.044 -0.034 0.034 0.003 0.000 

 N is the number of individuals sampled, Fij is the coancestry coefficient for the first-distance class, Blog is the 
slope of the regression curve of the coancestry coefficient, Sp is the Sp statistic, SE is the standard error, and P the 
significance value.

Table 6. Tests between mutation and genetic drift for the Copernicia prunifera population using the IAM and 
SMM models.

N = expected number of loci with excess heterozygosity based on the respective model; HE = number of loci with 
excess heterozygosity; P = probability; *significant at 5% probability.

Models N HE P 
IAM 39.28 92.0 0.00000* 
SMM 45.26 87.0 0.00000* 

 

DISCUSSION

Demographic structure

A greater number of individuals in early developmental stages may indicate the 
existence of strategies that aid in the survival of the species. Similarly, a lower number of 
individuals in the final stages of development may be influenced by biotic and abiotic factors, 
such as seed dispersal, competition, and soil type (Vieira et al., 2012). Similar results were found 
by Alves et al. (2011) in a study with Syagrus pseudococos (Raddi) Glassman (Arecaceae) in 
which they found an aggregate spatial pattern, mainly in the initial developmental stages. 
González et al. (2012), in a study of an Iriartea deltoidea Ruiz & Pav. Palm population also 
found a greater number of individuals at early stages of development, and reduced density 
with increasing age, typical of natural tropical plant populations.

The occurrence of adults without the presence of young individuals in the immediate 
vicinity is likely related to anthropogenic activities at the site, which may compact the soil 
and prevent the establishment of seedlings. However, the presence of juvenile individuals 
and non-reproductive adults without nearby reproductive adults may be related to a lack of 
reproductive events at the time of collection or the removal of the mother plant from the site.

In this study, the aggregate spatial distribution pattern found predominately in the first-
distance classes may be related to restricted seed dispersal near to the mother plants. Similar 
results were reported by Silva et al. (2014) in a study with C. prunifera carried out in the 
municipality of Lagoa de Pedras, RN, and the authors suggest that the aggregate distribution 
pattern in the first-distance classes is related to restricted dispersion around parent trees. Vieira 
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et al. (2010), working with Euterpe edulis Martius (Arecaceae), also suggest that the aggregate 
distribution in the first-distance classes relates to the dispersion of seeds near to parental plants.

The fluctuation between aggregate, random, and segregated patterns, especially 
among juveniles, may be related to the fact that palm trees often present heterogeneous spatial 
distribution due to environmental changes, such as increased exploitation, and the influence of 
dispersal vectors (Fragoso et al., 2003).

Genetic diversity and PIC value

The high percentage of polymorphic loci found herein demonstrates the effectiveness 
of the ISSR primers in assessing genetic diversity in natural populations of C. prunifera. Rossi 
et al. (2014) also reported high polymorphism (78.3%) in natural populations of Mauritia 
flexuosa L.f. (Arecaceae) using ISSR primers; however, their results were lower than those 
found in the present study.

The genetic diversity observed between developmental stages and between individuals 
can be related to environmental disturbances, restricted seed dispersal, and low density of 
reproductive individuals (Vieira et al., 2012). The low levels of genetic variability found in 
reproductive and non-reproductive adults may be related to human interference in the area and 
resulting environmental modification (Gonçalves et al., 2010), which is also supported by the 
tests for genetic bottleneck (Table 6).

In the study area, we observed evidence of trampling, and also the cutting of trees, 
probably for firewood, which suggests the occurrence of anthropization. The area was further 
affected by the construction of a wind farm near to the study population. However, the most 
significant impact on the studied population is likely the harvesting and extraction of C. 
prunifera. Due to its many uses in industry and commerce, the species is heavily exploited, 
often in a predatory manner, causing population decline.

A decrease in the effective population size contributes to a decrease in gene flow, 
reducing the number of alleles and heterozygosity, and leading to a reduction in diversity 
within populations (Defavari et al., 2009). Thus, the diversity indices are related to the level of 
conservation and the demographic structure of the population.

In a study conducted with a population of E. edulis using allozyme markers, Conte et 
al. (2003) found genetic variability within developmental stages and no significant differences 
in the genetic diversity index among the analyzed stages. The authors suggest that this may be 
related to large numbers of adult individuals in the studied population, which would help to 
counter the effects of genetic drift.

According to the classification of molecular marker effectiveness described by Botstein 
et al. (1980), all primers used in the present study can be considered moderately informative 
since they present PIC values ranging from 0.455 to 0.500. In a study on Euterpe oleracea Mart. 
(Arecaceae) using microsatellite markers, Oliveira et al. (2010) obtained PIC values ranging 
from 0.60 to 0.86, values that exceed the primers used in the present study. However, Brandão et 
al. (2015), using ISSR markers to analyze Myrcia splendens (SW.) DC. (Myrtaceae), found PIC 
values between 0.305 and 0.464, which are similar to the results discussed herein.

Genetic structure

We found greater genetic diversity within developmental stages than between stages 
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which can be explained mainly by mutation, natural, and artificial selection (anthropogenic 
activities), and genetic drift, among other mechanisms that bring about changes in genetic 
structure and affect the reproduction patterns of plants (Lowe et al., 2005; Eckert et al., 2010). 
Thus, the genotypic structure of our studied population may be related to exploitation of the 
species in the area that can interfere with the genetic basis and mechanisms linked to genetic 
structure. Similar results were also described by Conte et al. (2003) in a study on a population 
of E. edulis, in which the authors suggest that the exploitation of the species influences 
genotypes in the studied population.

Spatial genetic structure

The positive and significant kinship found in the first-distance class of the total 
population (12.3 m) is similar to the results found by Vieira et al. (2010) in a study with the palm 
tree E. edulis, in which they reported positive coancestry up to 15 m. These results indicate 
an increase in the genetic structure among nearby individuals. Choo et al. (2012) analyzing 
the Attalea phalerata Mart. ex Spreng. Palm also found a positive kinship in the first-distance 
classes at different stages of development. The authors suggest that the significant SGS found 
in their study is related to short-distance seed dispersal.

In a study on M. splendens in fragments and vegetation corridors using ISSR primers, 
Brandão et al. (2011) reported the occurrence of positive coancestry in two corridors at distances 
of 27 (P = 0.029) and 70 m (P = 0.009), based on the results of the Sp statistic. Meanwhile, 
Silva et al. (2011) studying two populations of Geonoma schottiana Mart. (Arecaceae) using 
isoenzymes, noted the absence of genetic structure in one population, while the other showed 
a weak and non-significant structure, with the Sp value equal to 0.006.

Thus, the SGS results found in this study may be related to both restricted seed dispersal (Silva 
et al., 2014) and anthropogenic disturbances at the site. These influences tend to reduce population 
size and consequently increase self-fertilization rates and mating between related individuals, which 
may lead to a loss of reproductive capacity over generations (Gonçalves et al., 2010).

Genetic bottlenecks

The results found in the tests for genetic bottleneck can be explained by the reduction 
of genotypes caused by the anthropization of the study area. As a management strategy, these 
results may support the implementation of subsidies for the genetic conservation of the species 
in extractive communities. Chagas et al. (2015) have suggested that the reduction of the 
population size of Elaeis guineensis Jacq. (Arecaceae) is due to a loss of habitat and increased 
agricultural activities at the study site.

The random demographic distribution found in the higher distance classes of C. 
prunifera may be related to species exploitation. The intense exploitation of the species 
observed in the study area results in population decrease and fragmentation, which also leads 
to reductions in genetic diversity.

Conclusions and implications for conservation

The aggregate spatial distribution pattern presented by C. prunifera individuals 
showed a greater density of neighbors in the first-distance classes. Besides, there was a positive 
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and significant kinship between individuals in the first-distance class for the total population. 
Among the developmental stages, the greatest genetic variability was found for juveniles, 
and we found a greater genetic diversity within developmental stages than among stages. In 
addition to the biotic factor identified herein (restricted seed dispersal), the exploitation of C. 
prunifera is a likely determinant of the spatial genetic pattern found.

Loss of native vegetation and habitat fragmentation are major threats to biodiversity, 
which lead to a loss of genetic variability in plant populations (Kageyama et al., 1998). 
Information generated by population genetic studies are important in the development 
of breeding and conservation programs as they help to define areas that are priorities for 
conservation and resource management (Kageyama et al., 1998). Although C. prunifera is 
not included on the list of endangered species, agricultural and extraction activities have 
significantly reduced natural populations of the species throughout its range (Reis et al., 2011), 
as can be seen in the study area through the harvesting of individuals and the construction of a 
nearby wind farm. Such factors can directly affect population reduction, while also having an 
impact on pollination and dispersion of fruits.

Based on our results, further studies should be carried out in different populations of 
C. prunifera. More information is needed on the reproductive biology and the pollen and seed 
dispersal of the species since these factors have an impact on its genetic structure and diversity.

In the present study, we observed genetic structuring among individuals located 
close to each other, which may be related to restricted seed dispersal or anthropization at 
the study site. These factors can affect the species’ reproduction patterns, resulting in mating 
between related individuals and a further loss of reproductive capacity. Thus, there is a need 
for conservation of natural populations of C. prunifera so that its genetic variability does not 
disappear in subsequent generations.
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